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COUNTY FORUM: Autumn Term 2018  
 
SUMMARY REPORT 
 
Meeting: County Forum Meeting comprising of the County Consultative Committee and East 

Sussex Governors’ Forum (ESGF) 
 
Date: 3rd October 2018  
 
Venue: Cooden Beach Hotel, Bexhill 
 
Present: Cllr Standley (Chair), Cllr Field representing Cllr Shuttleworth, Cllr Scott, Cllr Belsey, 

Stuart Ford, Denise Kong, Geoff Lucas, Matthew Jones, Melanie Saunders, Sue 
Berry, Monica Whitehead, Jane McCarthy-Penman, Karen Marr, Emily Taylor, Clare 
Cornford.   

 
 
Apologies: Cllr Galley, Cllr Shuttleworth, Richard Sage, Duncan Irvine, Jane Branson, Jenny 

Barnard-Langston. 

Item Decisions and Outcomes Action 

1.  Minutes of previous County Forum Meeting – 2nd May 2018 
The minutes were noted as a true record. 

 

2.  Apologies for Absence 
Apologies were received and noted as above.  

 

3.  Declaration of Interest 
Disclosures by all members present of personal interests in matters on the agenda, the nature of any 
interest and whether the member regards the interest as prejudicial under the terms of the Code of 
Conduct. 
 
No interests were declared. 

 

4.  Urgent Items 
No urgent items were raised 

 

5.  Academy Update 
Governors received an update on the academy landscape in East Sussex. Langney Primary School 
joined the Swale Academy Trust and Hazel Court School joined the Southfield Academy Trust on the 
1st September 2018 

 

6.  Local authority governor appointments and governor vacancies.   
Members of the County Forum received a report detailing the nomination for appointment of 
Authority Governors for information. Members were made aware of the current vacancy rate in East 
Sussex.  
 
Councillors asked about what support is in place for new governors. KM responded that there is an 
induction training that all new governors are invited to attend. Induction training is not mandatory, 
but it is considered best practice for governors to undertake an induction course. It was felt that the 
missing element was the opportunity for new governors to network with more experienced 
governors.   
 
Cllr Scott asked for reassurance that the take up for training is as good as possible. Governors are 
strongly encouraged to attend training sessions. The role of the Training Link Governor is to support 
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governors accessing the training they need. The clerk also has an important role in making sure 
governors take up training.  

7.  Headline analysis of educational attainment in East Sussex for the academic year 2017-18 
Members of the forum received the provisional exam results for the 2017-18 academic year. These 
results are provisional and are subject to change.  
In the Foundation Stage, results were above average.  The gap for Free School Meals is lower and 
has narrowed. Phonics also shows a good story with children working at the expected level and just 
slightly higher than the provisional national expectation. Key Stage 1 is also above the national 
average and shows a slight increase for working at greater depth.  
 
At Key Stage 2, the results were positive. For the reading/writing/maths combined there was a 6.5% 
increase in percentage points compare to 2017 but is still 0.7 below the provisional national average. 
There were marked improvements for performance by disadvantaged children. Data for key stage 4 
is still unvalidated. The data is hard to compare due to year on year changes and what is being 
measured.  
 
Cllr Scott asked about results for disadvantage and for those with Special Educational Needs (SEN). 
21.8% of those with SEN met the expected standard. This is still below national but is turning 
around. This is challenging for schools as pupils have a wide range of need. The countywide strategy 
for SEN is helping schools to help their children with SEN. This is something on everyone’s radar.  
 
Geoff Lucas asked what numbers of children leaving college go to Russell Group universities? 
Melanie Saunders responded that the 10% of young people go to Russell Group Universities with the 
figure for disadvantaged pupils at 4%, which is lower than national.  
 
Cllr Belsey stated the need to understand the East Sussex data in terms of who is struggling and who 
is doing well and which schools need help. 
 
Matthew Jones stated that there is a real focus on maths. Phonics has a real impact on 
disadvantaged pupils. This has led to major improvement in results, but not at greater depth. 
Schools need to identify any pupils eligible for free school meals (FSM) as this attracts the pupil 
premium payment that goes to the school. For a school with a significant cohort this is a lot of 
money. It is important to break down any barriers in claiming for free school meals so schools 
benefit from this funding.   

 

8.  SEND Strategy 2018 – 21 and the Inclusion Mark.  
The Quality Mark for Inclusion sets the threshold for inclusion in schools. It works on the premise 
that it is awarded to all schools and sets out the expectation and a comprehensive baseline for 
inclusive practice. Schools have to keep it rather than work towards it. It links to other toolkits. It 
looks at research based practice and has been developed in consultation with schools to look at 
what would drive schools to want it and keep it. It will be launched at the ISEND Inclusion 
Conference in November. Schools demonstrating concerns would either trigger a dialogue or a visit.  
 
MJ questioned the introduction of this in terms of mitigating workload for leaders. The working 
group for the Inclusion Mark has undertaken lots of work around this to make it more doable. It is in 
line with the SEN report so there is no duplication. The SEN Audit in key in understanding SENCO 
workload and being mindful of asking schools to do more.  
 
The East Sussex SEND Strategy 2018-2021 
Ensuring that children and young people with SEND in East Sussex are supported to achieve the best 
possible outcomes in life remains the highest priority for all services. Partners across Education, 
Social Care and Health have collectively agreed strategic priorities to ensure that children and young 
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people have a good offer of local education, are kept safe, have their health needs met and are able 
to transition to adulthood and independence at the earliest opportunity.  
 
The SEND Strategy sets out these shared strategic aims.  In addition to input from providers and 
commissioners of services for children and young people, this Strategy has been co-produced with 
parents and carers and incorporates the aspirations of children and young people with SEND. Joint 
work with the East Sussex Standards and Learning Effectiveness Service (SLES) has ensured that the 
strategy is reflected in school improvement priorities. 
The Four Strategic Aims are: 

1. Building Capacity for Inclusion 

2. Transition- Journey of the child  

3. Delivery of High Quality Provision and Services  

4. Communication with Parents, Carers, Children and Young People  

This Strategy provides both reflection on the progress to date and sets clear priorities for future 
improvements, explaining how services will work jointly towards achieving these.  
 
The Strategy:  
Builds on successes and learning from the previous SEND strategy (2015-18) 
 
Four operational focus groups led and populated by services and stakeholders will be tasked with a 
specific brief related to each of the Strategic Aims.  Through tapping into their own services and 
networks, members of focus groups will consult on, and pilot proposals for, improving and 
developing provision and services to meet the 4 Strategic Aims. There is governor representation on 
each of these groups. 
 
The focus groups will report back findings to the ES SEND Governance and Commissioning group 
who are responsible for monitoring progress. This group will similarly consult with their own 
networks to provide strategic directives informed by feedback.  
 
Matthew Jones stated that the section 175 has been a rich source of information about 
safeguarding, and the Inclusion Mark will generate the same intelligence. Emily Taylor confirmed 
that parent and student voice were included in the review.  
 
Cllr Field asked for clarification that the transition journey of the child will include all forms of 
transition into and out of services and schools. This will include children to adults.  

9.  Diminishing the Difference 
 Melanie Saunders presented on Diminishing the Difference in East Sussex. Over the summer break, 
a survey was undertaken of school websites to look at how pupil premium is used. 76% of schools 
were compliant with the information that they had on their website. The survey identified 6 of the 
best websites that show this statutory information. This compels leadership teams to think about 
how they spend the money. 
 
The Sutton Trust produces a useful document showing the cost and effectiveness of interventions. 
This is to be shared with governors. The Key for School Governors has a useful article on the role of 
the Pupil Premium Link governor and what their role should encompass.  
 
A pupil premium review will look at if the money is going to the right place and having an impact. 
Governors need to make sure there is the evidence that the school are spending the pupil premium 
money correctly and that the desired outcomes are being achieved. Primary schools receive more 
pupil premium money (£1300) as opposed to secondary schools who receive £800 per eligible pupil. 
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The money should be dispersed in the direction of those who need it and demonstrate how it is 
spent. It is intended to help children do the best they can. It is about creating opportunity for 
disadvantaged pupils to have access a range of different activities that may not be able to access in 
the same way advantaged pupils access them. 
 
Schools have a statutory obligation to have this information on their websites and it is the role of the 
governing board to ensure that this happens. Governors need to ask the right questions. Governors 
should ask if they are in the 24% who do not have the information on the website. Best practice 
should be shared as this will encourage schools to keep their websites up to date.  
 
Primary schools are considered to be low excluders. There is a disproportionate pattern of pupil 
premium students being 6 times more likely to be excluded. This can lead to a downward spiral. 
Discussions should be had around how pupil premium students are dealt with in terms of exclusion. 
This question should be asked during the headteacher report.  
 
The primary panel for exclusions has been successful in discussing children in the locality. It has been 
rolled out in Eastbourne and is having a big impact with schools. Statemented children are much 
more likely to be excluded. With an Education Health Care Plan (EHCP) there will be lots of provision 
in pace to manage their needs There is an embargo on exclusions for children with EHCPs.  
 

10.  Local Area Forums 
Members of the forum received the attendance figure for the summer round of local area forums. It 
was noted that the attendance at Lewes was low and this would be raised with the attendees at the 
Lewes Forum.  
 
It was agreed to circulate the educational attainment information to all governors. It was agreed 
that the SEND Strategy, including the Inclusion Mark and Diminishing the Difference would be on the 
agenda at the next round of local area forums in November. 

 

11.  Any other Business 
From the ESGF meeting, members of the ESGF asked what is being done to secure more funding in 
schools. Cllr Standley responded that East Sussex County Council is lobbying hard to get more money 
into schools. Costs for schools are going up yet income is not. It is important to keep challenging the 
figures.  
 
Nationally headteachers are lobbying Downing Street and explaining what the real life situation is. 
There is a lot of attention on the issue and the message may be getting across. Schools are getting 
less and less. It is really important to talk to and listen to those at grass roots level and to make civil 
servants understand the ramification of their recommendations.  
 

 
 

12.  Dates of Future Meetings 
24th January at St Mary’s House, Eastbourne. 
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Report to: County Consultative Committee 
 

Date of meeting: 
 

24 January 2019  

By: Jessica Stubbings 
 

Title: Local Authority Governor Update for Councillors 
 

Purpose: To update Councillors on the nomination for appointment of local 
authority governors  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Committee is recommended to note the report 

1 Background 

1.1 The local authority has a statutory duty to approve nominations for local authority 

governors. Once nominated, schools then appoint local authority governors onto their governing 

board.   

1.2  This report provides a summary of local authority governor applications approved for 

nomination, and information about the level of governor vacancies across the county.   

2 Supporting information 

2.1  Since the last meeting on 3rd October 2018, 8 local authority governors were nominated 
for appointment, all were approved for a 4 year term of office.  Of the 8, 6 were reappointments 
and 2 were new appointments. 

John Crouch The Quercus Federation Reappointment  

Lucy Glyn High Hurstwood Primary school Reappointment 

Alison Doig The Woodlands Federation Reappointment 

Nicola Loach St Michael’s Withyham New Appointment  

Jane Gross Little Horsted Primary School Reappointment  

Nigel Kirton Icklesham Primary School Reappointment  

Nicola Lacey Pashley Down Infant School Reappointment  

Ken Caplin Priory School New Appointment  

 

2.2  Of the 109 local authority governor places in East Sussex maintained schools, there are 
currently 13 vacancies. This is a vacancy rate of 11.9%. The overall vacancy rate for all types of 
governors in East Sussex is currently 17.4%. Inspiring Governance estimate that the national 
vacancy rate for governors is between 16% and 20%.  

2.3 Further information on the governor vacancies across East Sussex, by type of governor is 
shown in Appendix 1.  

2.4 Information on governing bodies and governors is accessed through the governors online 
database. This is a database maintained by the local authority; clerks to governing bodies for 
local authority maintained schools are responsible for updating the information on their governors 
and governing boards. The governor and clerking team conduct regular checks of the data to 
highlight inaccuracies and missing data. Clerks have dedicated training through the clerk network 
meetings and training sessions on using and updating the database.  The local authority does not  
hold governor information for academy schools.  

2.4 The governor and clerking service supports governing boards in a number of ways to 
recruit governors.  This includes working with Inspiring Governance 
https://www.inspiringgovernance.org/ and Governors for Schools 
https://www.governorsforschools.org.uk/   to help advertise governor vacancies and identify 

potential governors.  
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Governors for Schools have stated that they currently have 101 governor vacancies registered in 
East Sussex. Since the beginning of November, they have placed 25 governors. They are 
currently in the process of placing another 12. A number of those signing up have specifically 
quoted the East Sussex governor recruitment campaign as the place they heard about becoming 
a governor. Inspiring Governance have 90 potential governors registered on their website.  

2.5 The team also supports governing boards that have a large number of vacancies, or have 
a need for experienced governors to strengthen their board, to identify and recruit experienced 
governors.  Since September 2017 the team have identified and placed 13 governors at 11 
schools.  

2.6 The local authority has recently invited applications for Local Support Governors (LSGs), 
these are experienced and skilled governors who are willing to help support other governing 
boards across East Sussex. In addition to the 8 existing LSGs, we received a further 7 
applications to join the program, with 4 of the applications being successful. Local support 
governors can be nominated as interim additional governors or chair of governors as required, 
they will also be asked to sit on governor panels, facilitate governor to governor networks and 
provide advice on specific issues.  

2.7 The local authority are currently running a recruitment campaign for governors in East 
Sussex, this includes a digital campaign on social media, local radio and publicity across the 
county, including on trains and in bus stops. The campaign will be two fold, aimed at employers 
to consider releasing their staff to be governors to help develop their skills in the workplace, and 
also at individuals. This campaign should have a positive impact of the number of governor 
vacancies in East Sussex, this impact will be monitored and reported to this meeting.  

Governor Training 

2.8  The Governor Online database that is used for governors to sign up for training does not 
currently have the facility to report on governor training by governor type. We are still in 
discussion with the company to develop a report to show this information so that it can be shared 
at future meetings. Since September 2018, we have run 35 training courses for governors with 
531 attendees.  

 

3. Conclusion and reasons for recommendations   

3.1 The Committee is recommended to note the report. 

 

Jessica Stubbings 
Senior Manager, Partnerships and Governance 

Contact Officer: Clare Cornford 
Tel. No. 01323 466885 
Email: clare.cornford@eastsussex.gov.uk  

 

 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS 

None  
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Appendix 1 
Governor Places and Vacancies in East Sussex local authority maintained schools 
Monitoring Report 2018/2019  

 

 2017/8 
February 

2017/8 
April 

2018/19 
September 

2018/19 
January 

Governor Places at LA Maintained schools 1395 1395 1340 1340 

     

Vacancies (not including non gov HT) 226 (16.2%) 221(15.4%) 251 (18.7%) 234 (17.46%) 

Schools with 25%+ vacancies 1 1 6 – start of term 4 

     

Head teachers who are not governors 0 0 0 0 

Head teachers who are governors 116 116 111 111 

     

LA governor  places 114 114 109 109 

LA governor vacancies 13 (10.8%) 12 (10.5%) 

10 (9.2%) 13 (11.9%) 

     

Parent governor places 274 274 266 266 

Parent governor vacancies 35 (12.7%) 45 (16.4%) 43 (16.2%) 48 (18%) 

     

Staff governor places 114 114 109 109 

Staff governor vacancies 17 (14.9%) 12 (10.5%) 18 (16.51) 14 (12.8%) 

     

Co-opted governor places 502 502 490 490 

Co-opted governor vacancies 109 (21.7%) 98 (19.5%) 108 (22%) 98 (20%) 

     

Foundation governor places 269 269 255 255 

Foundation governors vacancies 52 (19.3%) 52 (19.3%) 62 (24.31%) 61 (23.9%) 

     

New governors 183 (since 
01/09/17) 

204 (Since 
01/09/17) 

288 (1/09/17 – 
31/08/18) 
20 since 
01/09/18 

124 since 1/9/18 
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Report to: County Consultative Committee 
 

Date of meeting: 
 

24th January 2019 

By: Carrie Beech 
 

Title: System Leadership 
 

Purpose: For members of the County Consultative Committee to receive a 
briefing on the System Leadership in East Sussex 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) For members of the committee to discuss the topic and the proposed presentation. 
 
2) For members of ESGF to decide whether to take this topic to the local area forums for 
Governors. 

 

1 Background 

To provide an overview of System Leadership in East Sussex.  

 

2 Supporting information 

2.1 Appendix 1 – System Leadership information paper. 

 

3. Conclusion and reasons for recommendations  

3.1 For members of the County Consultative Committee to discuss the topic and proposed 
presentation. 

3.2 For members of ESGF to decide whether to take this item forward to the local area forums 
for Governors. 

 

 

Stuart Gallimore 
Director of Children’s Services 

Contact Officer: Clare Cornford 
Tel. No. 01323 466887 
Email: clare.cornford@eastsussex.gov.uk 
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System Leadership – Briefing February 2019 
 
Background Information 
In 2010 David Hargreaves published a series of four   think pieces about ‘Creating a Self-improving School 
System’ in which he set out a new way of thinking about how school improvement should be delivered: 
‘increased decentralisation provides an opportunity for a new vision of school improvement that capitalises 
on the gains made in school leadership and in partnerships between schools. It would usher in a new era in 
which the school system becomes the major agent of its own improvement and does so at a rate and to a 
depth that has hitherto been no more than an aspiration.’  
 
The Government’s White Paper ‘The Importance of Teaching’ (2010) committed to give schools greater 
autonomy and to design and enable a wider system where the best schools and leaders can take on greater 
responsibility, leading improvement work across the system, and where all schools work together to improve 
outcomes for pupils. This development has been facilitated by an increased focus on autonomy for school 
leaders, the development of partnerships between schools, Teaching Schools, new regional structures and a 
changing role for local authorities in school improvement. Resources for school improvement now follow 
these new structures.   
 
Since then much research has been undertaken and much written about what a self-improving school 
system might look like, how it matures and the benefits of system leadership and the impact on raising 
standards.  More recently in a paper entitled, ‘Inside Out and Downside Up’, published by the Education 
Development Trust (January 2016), Michael Fullan and Steve Munby identify the critical factors for system 
wide collaboration and talk about a ‘connected autonomy’ where schools work collaboratively to effect 
change and learn from evidence based practice. 
 
The Council’s Excellence for All Strategy 2017-2019 sets out how we are building a sustainable model of 
system-led improvement by developing and supporting a range of partnerships. These partnerships include 
early years hubs, education improvement partnerships (EIPs), teaching schools and formal partnerships such 
as federations and multi-academy trusts: ‘East Sussex schools have a strong track record of working in 
partnership for the benefit of all children and young people in their area. Education Improvement 
Partnerships (EIPs) and Teaching School Alliances (TSAs) provide strong collaborative networks in local areas 
across the county, working together to identify and address common priorities for improvement.’ 
 
The role of the local authority is changing; the current educational landscape is complex and now 
characterised by a variety of overlapping partnerships, networks and alliances. This paper covers some key 
elements of the new system leadership structure within East Sussex. 
 

 Teaching Schools 
 Education Improvement Partnerships (EIPs) 
 Early Years Hubs  
 Secondary Improvement Board 
 Development of a Primary Improvement Board  
 Governor to Governor support 

 
 
Teaching Schools 
There are eight Teaching Schools in East Sussex as shown below.  

 

Teaching School  Phase EIP 

Newick CE Primary School Primary Ashdown 

Robsack Wood Primary School Primary Hastings 

St Mark’s CE Primary School Primary Wealden 
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Teaching schools are good or outstanding schools that play an important role in a school-led system, working 
with others to provide high-quality training and support for school improvement in their local area.  They 
have three key roles: 

 Co-ordinating and delivering high-quality, school-based initial teacher training (ITT) 

 Spreading excellent practice by supporting other schools, particularly those most in need (School to 
school support) 

 Providing professional development for teachers and leaders across their network (CPLD). 
 
Teaching schools work with a local alliance of schools, and with other local schools and providers to ensure 
every school is able to engage in school-led improvement. In East Sussex, teaching schools extend this work 
to other schools within the EIP they are situated within and to schools beyond their EIP.  
 
East Sussex teaching schools have formed a collaborative network with the local authority as a partner. The 
network, East Sussex Teaching School Network, (ESTSN) has agreed terms of reference and established three 
working parties focussed on each of the three key priorities. This is a particularly strong model not replicated 
in all other local authorities. Through this collaboration the ESTSN intend to ensure equitable access to 
training and development for teachers and to schools across the county, and to reduce duplication.  
 
In this last year the ESTSN have taken responsibility for the provision of initial teacher training (ITT) for 
primary school teachers and the ongoing training of newly qualified teachers (NQT), both previously run by 
the local authority. 
 
Teaching school status is agreed by the DfE through a rigorous application process.  Usually  the headteacher 
of a teaching school is designated as a National Leader of Education adding capacity for system leadership.  
Teaching schools currently receive an annual grant from the DfE which is known as core funding. This is paid 
directly to the school to build the leadership and administrative capacity and is more heavily weighted in the 
start-up year. Currently funding is: Year 1: £60,000, Year 2: £50,000 and subsequent years: £40,000.  
Teaching schools are also able to draw down DfE funding for ring-fenced initiatives and training. The DfE is 
required to monitor the financial assurance of all grants that teaching schools receive.  
 
The Teaching School Council plays a critical role in shaping the work of teaching schools, connecting teaching 
school alliances to each other and influencing government policy through its communications with ministers 
and officials. The Council is a peer-elected group made up of 20 regional and national representatives, all of 
whom are serving school leaders of designated teaching schools. Within the South East England and South 
London region, East Sussex is grouped sub-regionally with West Sussex, Brighton and Hove.  
 
Education Improvement Partnerships 
Nine Education Improvement Partnerships (EIPs) were established in East Sussex in July 2014 and, in the 
intervening four years, all have undergone significant change in responding to their local context so that 
there are now notable differences between the EIPs both in terms of structure and capacity. 
The priority for EIPs is to have a beneficial impact on student outcomes and their 2017/2018 plans clearly 
identified where outcomes needed to improve and stated what that the impact of the proposed activity 
would be.  
 

St Richard’s Catholic College  Secondary Rother 

Polegate Primary School Primary Eastbourne 

Priory School Secondary Lewes 

Cuckmere House Special Eastbourne 

Beacon Academy Secondary Ashdown 
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EIPs are expected to employ the same approach to improvement planning as a competent school. To 
maintain an audit-plan-do-review approach through which they monitor the impact of interventions on an 
on-going basis. Plans focus on the coming year but also include longer term ambitions in response to data 
trends rather than as a reaction to single sets of results. There are set points in the annual cycle when EIPs 
have to report.  The EIP Executive moderates draft plans and provides robust feedback both on the 
deliverability of plans and on whether the proposed actions were appropriate and in-line with EIP priorities. 
The EIP model has evolved over the last four years to be more flexible and responsive to local need and the 
EIP executive has become a positive and robust body which takes its leadership and oversight role seriously. 
 
EIPs work with their local Teaching Schools to support local priorities through CPD and school to school 
support. The teaching schools’ strategic partners are distributed across the county, however the teaching 
schools themselves are each located within an EIP and most work well with their EIP. This support is 
increasingly well targeted and effective as it is reflects closer working with the local authority and responds, 
in part, to specific school needs identified through EIP action plans.  
 
Early Years Hubs 
It is well known that good early education builds essential foundations for learning which impacts on a range 
of pupil outcomes. The EPPSE longitudinal study (UCL 1997-2014) shows the positive impact of high quality 
pre-school on attainment at the end of primary and secondary school, particularly for children from low-
income families. Further, the research shows that improving the quality of provision by training staff is more 
promising than taking other measures such as increasing hours of attendance or making changes to a 
setting’s physical environment (Education Endowment Foundation 2018).  To this end Early Years Hubs for 
Excellence provide a vehicle to enable schools, pre-schools, childminders, children’s centres, other key 
partners and the local authority to work in partnership across their local area to secure high quality early 
years provision for all children.  
 
Hubs seek to ensure that:   

 All children are able to attend an early education provision that is rated at least ‘good’ by Ofsted. 

 All children achieve the best possible outcomes from their early education. 

 All children experience consistent and wherever possible seamless Foundation Stage learning. 

 
Early Years Hubs sit within the EIP structure with between 1 and 4 in each EIP (with the exception of Lewes) 
and are led by school-based early years practitioners in partnership with local authority officers. They engage 
with the range of providers in the local area to share good practice and provide practitioners with an 
opportunity for professional development within a culture of collaboration and trust. Combined Central Hub 
meetings are held termly to share more widely, for example what has been learned from the recent 
Transition Project which linked pre-school with school settings to provide continuity for children moving 
from one setting to the other.  In line with EIPs, improvement work follows an annual audit-plan-do-review 
cycle.  Hubs are supported by LA officers in planning meetings and executing action plans. 
 
 

Secondary Improvement Board 
East Sussex Secondary Schools and the local authority have been working together to develop a school-led 
system of improvement for secondary phase schools over a number of years. Building on the Consultant 
Headteacher programme, the schools established a new Secondary School Improvement Board and three 
Area Groups in September 2018.  
 
The Secondary Improvement Board has overall responsibility for setting the strategic direction and overall 
priorities for improvement for secondary schools.  It is informed by the work of Area Groups who work to 
ensure all schools have the right challenge and support to improve and building school-to-school support at 
a local level. The Area Groups report regularly on their progress to the Secondary Improvement Board and 
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challenging each other on their progress through the Board.  The Board also has responsibility for 
commissioning additional resources and expertise to support the work of Area Groups.  
 
The Secondary Improvement Board places school leaders even more firmly in the driving seat for the next 
phase of improvement. The Board is collectively responsible for improving outcomes in the secondary 
phased and also for building capacity for school to school support.  The ambition of the board is ‘to become 
a great school system with no student or school left behind, where all young people are prepared for success 
in life whatever they choose to do’. The Secondary Improvement Board includes representation from each 
Area Group, the Chair of the 11-19 Strategic Group, and a representative from Teaching Schools, Special 
Schools and the Local Authority. The 3 Area Groups include all secondary schools in the county and are 
supported by experienced External Advisers. Secondary schools continue to be closely involved in their local 
EIP. 
 
Development of a Primary Improvement Board 
Representative headteachers on the EIP Executive and the primary Strategic Management Board (SMB) are 
working with the local authority to develop a model for primary with a proposed Primary Improvement 
Board that will work alongside the Secondary Improvement Board and build on the successes and structure 
of the EIPs.  This work is in the early stages of development 
 
Governor to Governor Support 
Teaching Schools, EIPs and the Secondary Improvement Board all have priorities that focus on developing 
and supporting school leadership, of which governance is a key part.  Teaching Schools designate National 
Leaders of Governance (NLGs) and will have a greater role in deploying NLGs.  Many EIPs have active 
governor networks that are meeting to share good practice and for training on key themes. 
 
The local authority is further developing the capacity for governor to governor support. In the summer we 
invited expressions of interest for Local Support Governors, experienced and skilled governors who can 
provide support to other governors and governing bodies through filling an interim governor or chair 
position at another school, sit on governor panels, and provide one to one support on specific issues. We 
now have 13 Local Support Governors appointed. We have also facilitated governor networks on requested 
themes to support the sharing of good practice between governors. The East Sussex Governors Forum will 
be establishing a Chair’s Network this year. 
 
Presentation at the Local Area Forums on System Leadership 
The proposed presentation will cover the information provided in this paper. There is 1.5 hours for this topic 
and the presentation will include a number of activities/discussions to break up the presentation.  The 
presentation will be led by a Head of Service, with input from a secondary headteacher on the Secondary 
Improvement Board and a primary headteacher on the EIP developments. The headteachers will also refer 
to the work of the Teaching Schools, EIPs and aspects of collaborative work that they are involved in. 
 
Questions for governors to consider (some of these questions will be explored at the local area forum 
through the discussion/activity): 
 

- What do we mean by system leadership? 
- What does system leadership mean for my school? 
- Why do we need a system wide approach to school improvement? 
- What is the rationale for strategic collaboration and partnership working? 
- We already work in partnership with other schools so what else do we need to do? 
- Can governors contribute further to the development of system leadership in their schools, local 

areas and across the county? 
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Report to: County Consultative Committee 
 

Date of meeting: 
 

24th January 2019 

By: Clare Cornford 
 

Title: Governor local area forums 
 

Purpose: For members of the Committee to look the at minutes, attendance 
and feedback from the last round of local area forums. For members 
of the committee to decide the agenda items for the next round of 
local area forums.  

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) To note the minutes, attendance and feedback from the last round of meetings 
 
2) To agree on the agenda for the next round of local area forums.  
 

 

1 Background 

1.1 For members of the Committee to look at minutes, attendance and feedback from the last 
round of local area forums. For members of the committee to decide the agenda items for the 
next round of local area forums. 

  

2 Supporting information 

2.1 Appendix 1 – minutes of the last round of local area forums 

2.2 Appendix 2 – Attendance at the autumn round of area forums 

 

3. Conclusion and reasons for recommendations  

3.1 To note any feedback from the last round of local area forums. 

3.2 To decide the agenda for the next round of local area forums. 

 

 

Stuart Gallimore 
Director of Children’s Services 

Contact Officer: Clare Cornford 
Tel. No. 01323 466887 
Email: clare.cornford@eastsussex.gov.uk 

 

 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS 

None 
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Autumn Local Area Forum 
GOVERNORS’ Local Area Forum Autumn 2018 
SUMMARY REPORT 
 

 
The local area forums for governors took place as follows:- 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The following officers were in attendance: 
 
SEND 
Uckfield - Emily Taylor presenting QMI and SEND Strategy 
Hastings –Antony Julyan presenting QMI and SEND Strategy 
Lewes- Emily Taylor and Penny Nice presenting QMI and SEND Strategy 
Eastbourne - Penny Nice presenting QMI and SEND Strategy 
 
Diminishing the Difference 
Melanie Saunders attended each of the 4 Local Area Forums, supported by the following 
headteachers: 

 Uckfield – Margaret Coleman, Manor Primary School, Uckfield 

 Hastings – Lorraine Clark, Ark Academy Trust, Hastings 

 Lewes – Tony Smith, Priory School, Lewes 

 Eastbourne - Claire Martin-O’Donoghue, Polegate School 
 
 

Local Area Forum Chair Name  

Uckfield Matthew Jones 

Lewes Denise Kong 

Eastbourne Denise Kong 

Hastings Karen Marr 

GOV697 07/11/2018 Uckfield Civic Centre 19.00-21:00 

GOV698 15/11/2018 The Sussex Exchange, Hastings 19.00-21:00 

GOV699 21/11/2018 County Hall, Lewes 18:30-20:30 

GOV700 29/11/2018 East Sussex Training and 

Development Centre, Eastbourne 19.00-21:00 
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https://childrens.eastsussexlearning.org.uk/courses/bookings/c_detail.asp?cid=27027&iscancelled=0&curpage=&keyword=&ds=&unconfirmed=&cs=&subid=&keystage=0&sdate=&searchcode=&asearch=&tutid=&estid=&sday=&smonth=&syear=&targetid=&cal=1&calday=7&calmonth=11&calyear=2018&caldate=&submonth=&subyear=&list=&palist=&frompage=&a=&b=&c=&d=&s_leaid=
https://childrens.eastsussexlearning.org.uk/courses/bookings/c_detail.asp?cid=27028&iscancelled=0&curpage=&keyword=&ds=&unconfirmed=&cs=&subid=&keystage=0&sdate=&searchcode=&asearch=&tutid=&estid=&sday=&smonth=&syear=&targetid=&cal=1&calday=15&calmonth=11&calyear=2018&caldate=&submonth=&subyear=&list=&palist=&frompage=&a=&b=&c=&d=&s_leaid=
https://childrens.eastsussexlearning.org.uk/courses/bookings/c_detail.asp?cid=27029&iscancelled=0&curpage=&keyword=&ds=&unconfirmed=&cs=&subid=&keystage=0&sdate=&searchcode=&asearch=&tutid=&estid=&sday=&smonth=&syear=&targetid=&cal=1&calday=21&calmonth=11&calyear=2018&caldate=&submonth=&subyear=&list=&palist=&frompage=&a=&b=&c=&d=&s_leaid=
https://childrens.eastsussexlearning.org.uk/courses/bookings/c_detail.asp?cid=27031&iscancelled=0&curpage=&keyword=&ds=&unconfirmed=&cs=&subid=&keystage=0&sdate=&searchcode=&asearch=&tutid=&estid=&sday=&smonth=&syear=&targetid=&cal=1&calday=29&calmonth=11&calyear=2018&caldate=&submonth=&subyear=&list=&palist=&frompage=&a=&b=&c=&d=&s_leaid=


Agenda 
 

No Item Time 

1.  Welcome   7.00pm 
(6.30 
Lewes) 

2.  Minutes & Matters Arising 7.00pm 
(6.30 
Lewes) 

3.  SEND and the Quality Mark for Inclusion 7.05pm 
(6.35 
Lewes) 

4.  Diminishing the Difference 7.35pm 

(7.05 

Lewes) 

5.  ESGF session 

An opportunity for governors to meet with their elected ESGF representative. 

The Hot Topic will focus on Emotional wellbeing of staff and pupils and workload. 

8.30pm 

(8.00 
Lewes) 

6.  Close 9.00pm 
(8.30 
Lewes) 
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Agenda 

Item 

 

 

Discussion and Decisions 

 

Action 

1.  Welcome   

2.  To receive the minutes of the Autumn Term County Forum, East Sussex Governor 
Forum and Summer Local Area Forum 
This item is included on the agenda each term for information only.   
The minutes were noted as above.  

 

 

 

3.  SEN and the Quality Mark for Inclusion 
This session looked at the SEND Strategy 2018 – 2021 and also examined the new Quality 
Inclusion Mark for Schools which is being rolled out in November. 
 
The previous strategy for Special Educational Needs (SEN) was an ESCC strategy, rather 
than a broader strategy encompassing East Sussex as a whole. The new strategy 
addresses the bigger picture to include health and social care.  
 
The SEND Strategy from 2018-2021 sets out these shared strategic aims.  In addition to 
input from providers and commissioners of services for children and young people, this 
Strategy has been co-produced with parents and carers and incorporates the aspirations 
of children and young people with SEND. Joint work with the East Sussex Standards and 
Learning Effectiveness Service (SLES) has ensured that the strategy is reflected in school 
improvement priorities. 
 
The Four Strategic Aims are: 

1. Building Capacity for Inclusion 
2. Transition- Journey of the child  
3. Delivery of High Quality Provision and Services  
4. Communication with Parents, Carers, Children and Young People  

 
There are focus groups for each of these 4 aims, including governor representation on 
each one.  
 
The East Sussex context is not dissimilar across the board to other authorities. There are 
concerns about mental health and funding in the high needs block. In East Sussex the 
number of SEN pupils in maintained schools is dropping. In a forecast of pupils with SEN 
to 2031, there will not be a reduction of the number of pupils with autism or social and 
emotional issues. In East Sussex, there are more SEN children in special and independent 
sector education than in maintained schools. One response to this is to build more 
special facilities in mainstream schools so more places are available. Some of the reason 
for this is down to parental confidence in the provision of their local school. Parents need 
to feel confident in the provision that is there for their child. Every child in an 
independent place costs three times as much as a mainstream place. There are some 
high needs children in mainstream schools, and some low need children in special 
schools.  
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Agenda 

Item 

 

 

Discussion and Decisions 

 

Action 

 
A snapshot of the percentage of statemented children at expected level is 6.5% where 
the national average is 8.3%. More children have an Education Health Care Plan in East 
Sussex than nationally. Some of these learners would be in mainstream education in 
other areas.  
 
Governors questioned if having high needs children in the wrong place has an impact on 
the mainstream children. Outcomes are good in East Sussex, not worse but not better 
than other areas. It is down to the management of the provision. Schools with special 
facilities have a positive effect on the outcomes of the high needs block.  
 
The focus group will look at finding some of the solutions to the issues raised in each of 
the 4 strategy aims.  
 
There is some project work being undertaken to link pupils in special schools to their 
local school so they have a sense of community where they live.  
 
Quality Mark for Inclusion. 
The Quality Mark for Inclusion is born out of the high needs block review, the LA Ofsted 
Inspection and work on the SEN matrix. It has been introduced to ensure that there are 
constant standards of inclusive practice across schools. It is a set off core essential 
standards that schools can say they can meet. This will be used to build a sustainable 
approach. It should mean that everything a child encounters is inclusive.  
 
The Mark has been awarded to all schools. Schools will be expected to complete the 
online assessment document. The LA will then examine the responses. There will be 
random quality assurance visits. If schools are not keeping to the standards of the mark, 
then there will be telephone conversations and visits and support for schools to develop 
practice.  
 

4.  Diminishing the Difference 
This session looked at Diminishing the difference in East Sussex and how governors can 
help to close the gap. 
 
Disadvantaged children tend to perform badly in comparison to their counterparts. They 
key question is what can be done to help disadvantaged children to perform better in 
school. What works and what are the best schools doing. What can we do collectively to 
change the culture?  
 
We know that children from low income households spend a third less time on 
homework as their peers, are twice as likely to have behavioural issues or SEN and are 
twice as likely to fall behind in school. It is thought that a child from a disadvantaged 
household hears 30 million fewer words by the time they are 3 both in conversations and 
in exchange. Disadvantaged children are 6 times as likely to be excluded than their peers 
and are 3 times as likely to be absent from school. There are low figures for progression 
to university.  
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Item 

 

 

Discussion and Decisions 

 

Action 

 
Research shows that maternal aspiration has a big impact on pupil performance and 
aspiration. Only 30% of low income mothers thought their child may go to university. 
Teacher expectation also has a profound impact. 
 
There is a statutory obligation for all schools to display information about their pupil 
premium expenditure on their school website. Ofsted check statutory information on the 
website in the weeks before an inspection. Information that should be included is: 
 

• Your school’s pupil premium grant amount 
• A summary of the main barriers to educational achievement faced by eligible 

pupils at the school 
• How you’ll spend the pupil premium to overcome those barriers and the reasons 

for that approach 
• How you’ll measure the effect of the pupil premium 
• The date of the review of the your pupil premium strategy 
• How you spent last year’s pupil premium allocation 
• The effect of last year’s expenditure on pupils 

 
During the summer, the LA undertook an audit of school websites that discovered only 
26% of schools in East Sussex have all the correct information on their website. 5% of 
schools had no information on their website. Governors need to ensure that their 
websites are up to date with this information. 
 
The Sutton trust is a good resource for finding out what makes a difference. The 
information they provide looks at the cost of an intervention and the impact it has.  
 
Governors then heard from headteachers across the county about what they do to 
diminish the difference in their school. 
 
Margaret Coleman - Harlands Primary School and Manor Primary School, Uckfield 
The number of Pupil Premium pupils at Margaret’s schools sit at 15%. The schools have 
had a rethink about pupil premium and have stripped it right back and are doing 
something different. The end of KS2 results showed they were way above the 
disadvantage figures. Because of the hard work done with pupil premium pupils, this also 
had an impact on all children. Everyone matters and all children share the same vision. 
 
At Manor, they chose to spend the money on pupil premium champions. Each child has 
15 minutes a week of 1:1 time to share learning. This is led by the child and helps attack 
the word gap. Year 6 pupils have additional support from a teacher in the class. They also 
invest in THRIVE. There is a pupil premium lead governor who does learning walks.  
 
Their approach is having an impact because of the culture of high expectations. The pupil 
premium lead is relentless at championing the cause. There is no excuse. All pupils will 
make age related progress or greater depth. Those with learning disability may not be 
meeting the expectation, but they are making excellent progress.  
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Item 

 

 

Discussion and Decisions 

 

Action 

 
Tony Smith, Priory Schools – Lewes 
There is an expectation for high performance for all students. In Priory, this has evolved. 
There used to be a focus on year 11 in the last year of school to get the best GCSE results, 
now it is whole school. There are 4 stages. 
 
Firstly, it is important to get to know who all the students are. At Priory there is a lot of 
work done to get to know them, who they are, what they look like and what motivates 
them. Some pupils do not get this at home. The second stage is to provide for them and 
learn how to differentiate for them.  The third stage is to monitor them and track their 
progress and the fourth stage is to share their successes. A lot of time is spent on stage 1.  
 
It is important to keep it high profile and that staff are aware. There is a big notice board 
in the staff room. There is a list of non-negotiables. All teachers must ask pupil premium 
students a question in their lessons and follow it up. They ask a second question to affirm 
learning. Feedback must be provided to these pupils, there is a staff briefing every 
Monday from the pupil premium champion. Staff have pupil premium objectives on their 
appraisal.  
 
It is key that pupil premium students have high aspirations. Teachers need to the 
children well to know what makes them tick. Not all pupil premium students need to 
access all the programmes. Pupil premium students get a priority for slots on parents 
evening. Getting the parents into school is essential.  
 
Looking at the grant money, learning takes priority, particularly Maths and English. This 
needs to be balanced with engagement. There is forest school in year 8 and movie school 
in year 9. For year 11 pupils, there is no excuse not to get Maths and English. An 
additional teacher is paid for to keep class sizes smaller in maths.  
 
In line with the Sutton Trust, there is a move away from setting to mixed prior 
attainment. This happens in maths from year 9 and in English all the way through. This 
exposes pupil premium students to high quality learning and they work to that level. Too 
often the bar is set too low for bottom sets. Staff need to commit and buy in to this. If 
you do it for pupil premium children and it works then it will for all children. Seating 
plans are key with this. 
 
There was some parental backlash from having mixed ability groups but no negative 
impact. Brighter students teaching something means they have a better mastery at it.  
 
Governors asked if there was a lot of transition work with feeder primary schools~? 
There is lots of data collection and primary schools know their pupils well. The KS2 data 
comes out early so attainment can be mapped. Pupils also have CATS tests in year 7.  
 
Lorraine Clarke, Ark Academy Trust, Hastings 
Lorraine is an executive headteacher across 3 primary schools in Hastings. 
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Action 

Hastings is the 13th most deprived town in the UK and is the most deprived coastal town. 
There is low primary attendance and the complex challenges are overwhelming. Each of 
the 3 schools has their own set of challenging circumstances. Blacklands is now 
outstanding, Little Ridge is good with outstanding features and Castledown was in the 
bottom 10% of schools. Validated data says it is the most improved school in the country. 
The children in all the schools are amazing.  
 
Disadvantaged pupils tend to perform better than their non-disadvantaged peers and 
make better progress. In the school the gap is closing year on year. Pupils are not treated 
as disadvantaged children. It is easy to start with a deficit model with a lower 
expectation. There is the same expectation for all pupils. The disadvantaged pupils are 
more resilient, some of them with just being able to get to school.  
 
At each of the schools, the head of school is the named pupil premium person. Every 
member of staff has a target with pupil premium children. The site manager is trained to 
deal with pupil premium children – it is often the caretaker who can de-escalate an issue. 
Everyone is accountable for pupil premium and there is a whole school approach. There 
is investment in quality teaching with mastery being taught in maths. The headteacher 
takes booster groups with other senior managers. There is a booster club at breakfast to 
feed and teach. 
 
Pupil premium pupils have the same sanctions as all other pupils. There are no excuses 
and the same expectations. Children have to learn how to cope. We make it so the 
children love coming into school. There are reverse interventions and same day 
interventions. The non-teaching member of staff teaches the class and the teacher takes 
the interventions for pupils to catch up during the day. Teachers do not mark the books. 
Feedback is at the point of learning and can be verbal. For some children there is a need 
to reteach or pre teach, where the pupils are taken out and taught for a heads up and 
then have their normal lesson. Maths is not set. All pupils have the work for able children 
and they fly.  
 
There are still many challenges such as persistent absence. It is important to get the 
children into school. Parental engagement is an ongoing challenge with time poor 
working parents and families where 3 generations don’t value education.  
 
With interventions you have to do what works. If something works, find the money. If it 
doesn’t get rid of it.   
 
There are no exclusions across the 3 schools.  
 
Lorraine was asked about the composition of the governing board. There are 10 people 
on the governing board. There is no parent or LA governor. There is safeguarding, 
inclusion, SEN and finance leads. It is about having the right people around the table.  
 
Claire Martin –O’Donoghue, Polegate Primary School 
Polegate school is a national teaching school. They have recently taken over the 
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children’s centre as a nursery school. 
 
The approached used at Polegate that every child has the same potential but everyone is 
different. They look at the differences for the children. The pupil premium children in 
school can vary from one year to the next. The school are constantly looking at what they 
are doing to find out what he barriers are and how they can be overcome. In maths pupil 
premium students are doing better. As they move through the school they are studying 
at greater depth. The key to diminishing the difference is quality first teaching, which is 
what happens to all the children in the class and all the children in the school. Maths 
mastery is taught. There is in the moment marking.  
 
The attendance map is a real challenge but the gap is closing. Some of the interventions 
have been moved from the school day. Some are in the morning. The school are 
relentless with the parents. It is essential to make sure the hard to reach parents are 
engaged. 
 
Teachers and leaders look at research before investing money. They look at the 
strategies and the impact these have on the children. There is a five year rising trend 
across the school at Polegate. They find that with streaming that the disadvantaged 
perform the worst. Their potential is underestimated.  
 
Governors need to ask the right questions. More able pupil premium pupils should be 
reaching greater dept. If you differentiate between the pupils, the gap widens. It is key 
that all pupils have the same expectation. Pupil premium spending must be justified with 
results and demonstrate how the funding has benefitted the children.  
 
The secondary context is different. There is a move away from setting as lower sets have 
lower expectations.  
 
Within the school, there was an inset day with the school vision. Coaching methods led 
to a non-negotiable element. There is a no hands up policy. Pupils are chosen at random 
or targeted. Pupils have a talking chip they have to use in the lesson. This encourages 
quieter children to participate. 
 
Different strategies work in different schools. This can be down to the ethos of the 
school. Education is always reinventing wheels. The school and governors need to 
undertake their own research with staff to know what works.  
 
 

5.  Dates of the next meetings: 

GOV701 06/03/19 Uckfield Civic Centre 19.00-21:00 

GOV702 14/03/19 The Sussex Exchange, Hastings 19.00-21:00 

GOV703 20/03/19 County Hall, Lewes 18:30-20:30 
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GOV704 28/03/19 East Sussex Training and 

Development Centre, Eastbourne 19.00-21:00 

6.  ESGF Forum 

Representatives from the Local Authority left the meeting so Governors could meet with 

representatives from the ESGF. 
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SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE AT AREA FORUMS 
 
Area Meetings for Governors Summer and Autumn 2018 terms. 

Area 

 

Total number of governors 

attending 

Total number of schools 

represented 

Summer 2018  Summer 2018  

Eastbourne 18 27 
14 21 

Hastings/Bexhill 23 24 
18 17 

Lewes 9 21 
8 14 

Uckfield 23 21 
17 14 

TOTALS 73 93 
57 66 

 
List of schools attending Local Area Forums 
 
Uckfield 

Cross in Hand CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Forest Row CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Grove Park School (Primary) - Governing Body 

High Hurstwood CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Holy Cross CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Manor Primary School - Governing Body 

Newick CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Parkside Community Primary School - Governing Body 

South Ashdown Schools Federation 

St John's CE Primary School - Governing Body 

St Philip's Catholic Primary School - Governing Body 

STEP - Breakwater and High Cliff Academy 

The Oaktree Federation (Firle and Laughton) 

Uckfield College - Governing Body 

 
Lewes 

Alfriston Primary School - Governing Body 

Denton Community Primary School - Governing Body 

Harbour Primary School - Governing Body 

Kings Academy Ringmer (Academy) - Governing Board 

Priory School - Governing Body 

Seaford Head School (Academy) - Governing Body 

Seahaven Academy - Governing Body 

Southover CE Primary School - Governing Body 

St Thomas a Becket Church of England Federation - Blackboys and Framfield 

STEP Phoenix and Whitehouse Academies - Governing Body 

The Pioneer Federation (Chiddingly, East Hoathly and St Mary the Virgin) 
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The Skylark Federation - Barcombe, Hamsey and Plumpton 

Wallands Community Primary School - Governing Body 

Western Road Community Primary School - Governing Body 

Eastbourne 
 

Alfriston Primary School - Governing Body 

Battle and Langton CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Bourne Primary School - Governing Body 

Chyngton School - Governing Body 

Gildredge House Free School 

Hellingly Community Primary School - Governing Body 

Icklesham CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Park Mead Primary School - Governing Body 

Pashley Down Infant School - Governing Body 

Peacehaven Heights Primary School - Governing Body 

Ratton School Academy Trust - Governing Body 

Roselands and Stafford Federation 

Seaford Head School (Academy) - Governing Body 

Seaford Primary School - Governing Body 

St Andrew's CE Infant School - Governing Body 

St Catherine's College 

St John's Meads CE Primary School - Governing Body 

STEP Phoenix and Whitehouse Academies - Governing Body 

The Cavendish School - Academy Board 

The Haven CE / Methodist Primary School - Governing Body 

West Rise Community Infant School - Governing Body 

West Rise Junior School - Governing Body 

 
Hastings 

All Saint's CE Junior Academy (Hastings) - Governing Body 

Chantry Community Primary School - Governing Body 

Claverham Community College - Governing Body 

Crowhurst CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Herstmonceux CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Little Common School - Governing Body 

Ninfield CE Primary School - Governing Body 

Robertsbridge Community College - Governing Body 

Sandown Primary School - Governing Body 

St Mary Magdalene's Catholic Primary School - Governing Body 

St Mary Star Of The Sea Catholic Primary School - IEB 

St Michael's CE Primary School (Playden) - IEB and Shadow Governing Body 

St Peter and St Paul CE Primary School - Governing Body 

St Thomas' CE Primary School - Governing Body 

The Beckley Peasmarsh Schools Federation 

The Quercus Federation - Northiam and Hurst Green 

Westfield School - Governing Body 
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